Serena Hotels Wins Big on the World Travel Award Forum

Serena Hotels - South and Central Asia was honoured with huge accolades by the World Travel Awards at the Asia & Australasia Gala Ceremony held at the Intercontinental Grand Stanford in Hong Kong on Thursday 29 October 2015. Kabul Serena Hotel was awarded Afghanistan's Leading Hotel at the ceremony, a big honour for the country. Dhulikhel Serena Hotel was awarded Nepal's Leading Hotel & Pakistan's Leading Hotel & Spa. The World Travel Awards® were voted for by travel and tourism professionals worldwide, and the awards recognize industry leaders in tourism and hospitality. CEO Mr. Atta Boudlal who spoke at the ceremony said, "Serena Hotels' philosophy centres around its guests, associates and the neighbouring communities where we are located. We aim to maximise comfort and luxury in traditionally hospitable settings. These awards are a testament to our guests' continuing trust in one of the World's Leading Hotel Brands. Thank you for continuing to support us." Serena Hotels across the world, work under the umbrella of the Aga Khan Foundation for Economic Development. They are a hospitality brand of international reputation owned and operated by Tourism Promotion Services, that has within its portfolio a collection of 35 luxury hotels, resorts, safari lodges, resorts and heritage properties in Afghanistan, Kenya, Mozambique, Pakistan, Rwanda, Tajikistan, Tanzania and Uganda.

The International Serena Hotel, Kampala Serena Hotel and Nairobi Serena Hotel are members of the prestigious Leading Hotels of the World, and Zanzibar Serena Hotel and Karachi Serena Camp are members of the Leading Luxury Hotels of the World.

Jihadi Council Intensifies Call for Convening Loya Jirga

KABUL - The newly established council of former jihadi figures on Saturday called on the government for an urgent holding of traditional Loya Jirga to amend the Constitution. Based on the political agreement between, new President Ashraf Ghani and Abdullah Abdullah to form a power-sharing National Unity Government (NUG), the two leaders must convene Loya Jirga (Grand Council) within first two years of their office to amend the Constitution on the post of Prime Minister. The [Jihadi] Council - which was established after security situation deteriorated over the past few months - said "[Ashraf] Ghani [is] the leader of NUG.[...]

Parliament Wants Security Accord with US Reviewed

KABUL, Referring to growing insecurity around the country, members of the House of Representatives demanded the government on Saturday to review the security accord it signed with the United States. A number of members of Wolesi Jirga (Lower House of Parliament) and the Wolesi Jirga (Upper House of Parliament) have been killed and wounded in the recent months. The Parliamentary Union - Senate and Wolesi Jirga have been seriously damaged and are in a state of crisis.

US to Send Special Forces to Syria, Powers Dissolved on Assad

WASHINGTON - The United States announced Friday its first sustained deployment of ground troops to Syria, to help the anti-jihadist fight in major powers ravaged by President Bashar al-Assad's ties. The decision is sending small special forces team marks an escalation in Washington's efforts to defeat the Islamic State, which has seized key territory across a year of U.S.-led air strikes. The White House rejected accusations that, "[the move]" would be a difference.

Zia Massoud Calls Taliban 'More Brutal than Before'

KABUL - Zia Massoud, a special representative of the Afghan government, said Saturday that today's Taliban are "more brutal than those who were the most brutal in the past." However, he warned the war in Afghanistan will be prolonged even as he said the Taliban were fighting for the interests of the Taliban's leaders.

US Attacks Massive Al-Qaeda Camps in Southern Afghanistan

WASHINGTON - The U.S. military official in charge of the U.S. war effort in Afghanistan said U.S. forces had attacked what he described as the largest al-Qaeda training camp in the country of the 20-year Afghan war. Army General John Campbell said Thursday that some 140 al-Qaeda personnel were reported killed in the attack, which included the shares of American and 20 Special Operations forces. He said the operation that took place on or around October 11. The White House noted that the attack was carried out in support of the "Afghan-led" military campaign.

Polio Dr. Farabi Shariati

فظیل دوی وکسین خاکی، ساسی ماشومان
د بایمي گوزن خخف زغوری
Taliban Suffer Massive Death Toll in Helmand

ALAMSHAH: At least 74 Taliban insurgents have been killed and wounded in air strikes and shelling during the past two weeks in the southern Helmand province, according to provincial security officials on Monday.

A total of 74 Taliban members have been killed and wounded in air strikes and shelling during the past two weeks in the southern Helmand province, according to provincial security officials on Monday.

The operation began on August 12, the insurgents carried out coordinated attacks on government positions in the southern Helmand province, killing 74 Taliban fighters and wounding 30 of their comrades in the operation.

Insurgents in the south but our forces are clearing the area and the operation is going well, forward," said General Mohammad Faiyaz, a provincial military spokesman.

Located in the southern Helmand province, the air strikes and shelling have continued since the operation began on August 12.

In response to the executions by the Taliban, the government has launched a series of military operations in the region.

Taliban leaders have confirmed the deaths and injuries of 74 Taliban fighters and 30 comrades in the operation.
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**Outlook Horoscope**

**Capricorn** (Dec. 21-Jan. 19)

You're currently feeling the consequences of your past actions. It's critical to get to the bottom of the mystery and figure out what you can do to prevent it from happening again. Focus on bringing clarity to your current situation. Don't draw any conclusions too quickly.

**Scorpio** (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

You're not likely to listen to the advice of others. You might be feeling extra introspective now because you're conscious that you're playing with a fascinating idea that keeps you afloat. You may want to take something with you so it's manageable. However, your current state is not ready to talk about your feelings.

**Saturn** (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

You're longing to get to know someone new. The time is right to take risks. You're not likely to walk away from the challenge. Use your will to create a new direction for yourself and do something new. You're feeling the need for change and you're eager to make things happen.

---

**Asylum Seekers from Afghanistan Toppled Iraqs as Majority in Tornos**

JALALABAD-Afghanistan refugees kill 50 civilians in Jalalabad, in the northern province of Nangarhar, on Thursday.

The rocket was fired in Jalalabad, in the eastern province of Nangarhar, during evening hours, killing 45 civilians, including 15 women and 30 children.

According to Ghali, the district governor of Nangarhar.

---

**Afghan National Allegedly Responsible for over 1,000 Lives in 1979 Arrested in Holland**

**KARL** - According to Human Rights Watch, the Afghan National Allegedly Responsible for over 1,000 Lives in 1979 was arrested in Holland on April 20, 1980, for war crimes committed on behalf of the Afghan National Allegedly Responsible for over 1,000 Lives in 1979.

A report published by the National Allegedly Responsible for over 1,000 Lives in 1979 was arrested in Holland on April 20, 1980, for war crimes committed on behalf of the Afghan National Allegedly Responsible for over 1,000 Lives in 1979.
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Acknowledgment Checks Collective Progress

By Dilawar Sharazi

Much has been said and written about history and its importance in human life. There are thinkers who believe in its significance and everyone must remember it so as to have better future. History is a valuable tool which helps us to know what has happened in the past. We have read about events in history that have contributed to our contemporary life.

History is the record of past events. Since human beings have memory and reason, they have always used history to understand past events and learn from the past. This helps them to avoid making the same mistakes and improve their lives. History provides a record of actions, events, and developments that have occurred in the past and can be used to gain a better understanding of the present.

In the United States, history is often taught at schools and universities. Students learn about significant events in American history, such as the American Revolution, the Civil War, and the Great Depression. These events are important because they helped shape the country and its people.

In conclusion, history is a valuable tool that helps us to understand the past and learn from it. It is important for everyone to learn about history to gain a better understanding of the present and make informed decisions about the future.
1) United Nations

They _desire_ to determine the fate of the already agreed upon post of Prime Minister._

The council, which constitutes an _addition_ to the United Nations, continues to discuss the situation in order to effect a cease-fire and to bring the parties to the negotiating table. However, it has been noted that the government of Pakistan has still not accepted the United Nations proposals to stop the fighting and to create a cease-fire zone in the border area.

2) Jerusalem Council

If there is no agreement between the factions, the United Nations will then appoint a _group of experts_ to investigate the situation and to make recommendations for a permanent solution.

3) US President

President Obama has been _frustrated_ by the lack of progress in the peace process. He has called for a diplomatic solution and has threatened military action if a cease-fire is not established.

4) International Community

The international community has _expressed_ its concern over the situation and has called for a diplomatic solution. However, it has been noted that the parties are still far from an agreement.

5) Human Rights

There have been _serious_ human rights violations reported in the region. The United Nations human rights council has _condemned_ the violence and has called for an investigation.

6) Middle East

The situation in the Middle East has _deteriorated_ in recent weeks. The United Nations has _urged_ both parties to come to the negotiating table and to reach a peaceful solution.

7) Security

Security measures have been _increased_ in the region. The United Nations has _proposed_ the establishment of a multinational peacekeeping force to monitor the cease-fire.

8) Police

The police forces have _failed_ to maintain order and to prevent violence. The United Nations has _called_ for the establishment of a new police force to replace the existing ones.

9) Economy

The economy has _suffered_ from the conflict. The United Nations has _promised_ to provide economic assistance to help the region recover.

10) Health

There have been _many_ health problems reported in the region, including outbreaks of disease. The United Nations has _sent_ medical teams to provide assistance.

11) Education

Education has been _interrupted_ by the conflict. The United Nations has _called_ for the reopening of schools and the provision of educational materials.

12) Humanitarian Aid

Humanitarian aid has been _limited_ due to the conflict. The United Nations has _urged_ countries to increase their contributions to help those affected by the violence.
New U.S.-Backed Syrian Rebel Alliance Declares Offensive Against IS

BRITAIN - A U.S.-backed Syrian rebel alliance on Saturday announced a fresh offensive against Islamic State in the northeastern province of Hasaka, following an assault by the United States said it would send special forces to advise insurgents fighting the jihadists.

The first declared offensive by the Democratic Union of Syria and Islamic Revolution, which took over in part of Hasaka with U.S.-backed Kurdish-led forces last month, was backed by U.S. and Turkish military jets.

The group said it would focus on areas known as "Tartus and rural Idlib" to the east of the embattled Syrian town of Jarablus, which was seized by the Islamic State in August as its main departure point for attacks on Turkish territory.

U.S. military jets have been flying over Syria, helping the Kurds capture Jarablus and the nearby border town of Al-Tanf.

The U.S. military and Kurdish-led forces have said they have imposed a "no-fly" zone to prevent the Islamic State from using the corridor to supply fighters and materials.

The Kurdish YPG has been working closely with the KDP, and it is not clear how the new offensive will affect the Kurdish-led forces' strategy.

The U.S.-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), which is part of the U.S.-led coalition, said the offensive would be a "critical" test of its ability to defeat the Islamic State.

The SDF said the U.S.-led coalition had given it the green light to launch the offensive, and it called on the U.S.-led coalition to provide "logistical assistance" to help secure the area.
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Investments Significantly Decreased in Afghanistan

KABUL — Officials in Afghanistan’s Investment Support Agency ASIA have stated that investments in different sectors have decreased in Afghanistan in past 9 months compared to last year.

Head of the following department added that investments in all aspects especially in construction sectors has been decreased. Mohammad Qurban Haji head of ASIA said, “26% of investments has been decreased in past 9 months compared to last year, but in construction sector 35% decreased.” Head of the Afghanistan Investment (MAonica on Pg-4).

14 Civilians Held Hostage by Gunmen Released in Ghazni

GHAZNI CITY - 14 civilians who were kidnapped by a group of unidentified gunmen from Mihao- Afghan District of southern Zabul province have been released.

The 14 people, all members of the same family, were reportedly taken to ‘nghar District of neighboring Ghazni province. Officials say release of the hostages was approved this morning after joint efforts by the provincial council of both provinces and some members (MAonica on Pg-5).

Security Forces Rebuff Taliban Attack on Barg-E-Matal District

KABUL - Afghan security forces have repulsed a coordinated attack of Taliban militants on Barg-E-Matal District of eastern Nangarhar province. Ministry of Defense (MoD) and the province’s government said on Saturday.

A statement released by MoD states that group of militants launched a coordinated attack on security posts in Barg-E-Matal District around 09:00 am, adding that security forces responded to the assault killing several attackers killed and wounded. MoD statement does not contain specific number of killed (MAonica on Pg-6).

Adult Cardiac Programme inaugurated at FMIC

KABUL - FMIC has introduced a cardiac surgery program for adults. For the first time, people with heart problems can receive high quality specialized treatment and world class care in Afghanistan.

Bahrain Reviews Ties with Yemen, Tunisia, Afghan and US

KABUL - The Ministry of Foreign Affairs hosted Khalid bin Ahmed Al Khalifa, minister of Bahrain’s commitment to participating with the Arab Coalition in defending the kingdom. FMIC’s experienced cardiologists backed by a state of the art cardiac catheterization laboratory and a 17-bed facility, will be able to treat patients requiring (MAonica on Pg-7).
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